
UNIT

3 Friends and neighbours

LESSON 1  SB page 11  WB page 7

Aims: Learners will
revise the use of relative clauses with 

, and
learn about tools
practise describing and identifying 
objects and people
practise listening skills

Structures:

New vocabulary:
blade, end (n), hammer, nail, needle, pliers, 
saw (n), scissors, sew, tool

Functions:
Describing objects and people
Identifying objects and people

Before using the book:

Ask students what they remember about Samy. 
What are his hobbies?
Introduce the idea of model making and ask if 
any of the students have ever done it.

objects are made of.

& SB Page 11

1 Listen, read and answer

1 Draw attention to the pink box on page 11 which 
refers to the aims of the unit and explain.

2 Students look at the pictures. Have them 
describe who the characters are, what they are 
doing and where they are.

3 Introduce the new words for tools: ,
, , , and .

4
speech bubbles in each picture, and try to guess 
what the preceding questions would be. Do this 

5
they should listen for the questions. Play the 
cassette.

6 Ask questions in the third person, e.g. 

 etc.
7 Practise pronunciation of the new words.
8 Students read the dialogue in pairs.



Listening: SB page 11, Exercise 1

2 Make sentences

1
 and  can be used to connect 

sentences, phrases or ideas and to identify 
objects and people. Hold up two books: one 

 book and one Arabic book. Ask 

a full answer using  and get the whole 
class to repeat it. Do a similar example with two 
students that you know and ask 

using  and get the whole class to repeat it.
2

form sentences with the sentence parts in the 
box.

3 Check their answers as a whole class, and get 

the pictures. 

Answers:
This is the boy who has a birthday next week.
This is the tool which was next to the knife.

This is the model which Samy was making.
This is the room where Samy usually works.
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1 Choose the correct answer from a, b or c

1 Students read the sentences and choose the 
correct answers.

2 Check their answers.

Answers:
1 b (given) 4 a

2 Use the table to write Basma’s sentences

1 Students look at the pictures and say what the 
people are doing.

2
sentences as if they were Sally. They will form 
the sentences using the sentence parts in the box 
above the pictures.

3 Do the sentence for b orally with the class to 
demonstrate.

4 Students complete the task individually in class, 
or for homework.



Answers:
b This is the car which my mother drives to her work.
c This is the room where my sister sleeps.
d Those are our neighbours who live next to us.

Further practice

Students think of more tools which they use, or 
people they meet, and try to make up some more 
sentences. For example, one student points to a 
pen and says, 

etc.

LESSON 2  SB page 12  WB page 8

Aims: Learners will
revise the use of questions which ask 
about the nature and purpose of objects: 

learn about tools
practise describing and identifying 
objects and people
revise and extend materials vocabulary

Structures:

New vocabulary:
handle, wooden 

Functions:
Describing objects

Before using the book:

Students form groups of four and choose a 
scribe. You say  and the group have one 
minute to think of all the objects that they can 
which are made of metal. The scribe writes 
down all the ideas. When the minute is up, the 
groups pass their lists to another group to check. 

other groups cross off the words that are read 
out, leaving on their lists only unmentioned 

for any words that none of the other groups had 
listed. Do the same with , ,
and . The group with the most points wins.

& SB Page 12

3 Read and match

1 Students look at the pictures and say what they 
are.

2

objects.
3 Students do the task individually.
4 Students form pairs and compare and discuss 

their answers.
5 Check the answers with the whole class.

Answers:
1 c
4 e



4 Ask and answer

1
the four questions and elicit answers about the 
pencil, practising  in answer to 

2 Students form pairs and ask about the three tools 
pictured.

3 Ask some pairs to demonstrate.

Answers:

wooden handle and a metal blade. 
wood.

.

5 Play 20 Questions

1
students, making sure they understand them.

2 Choose one student to start. It may be helpful if 
he/she tells you what they have in mind so you 
can help and correct if necessary.

3 The person who guesses correctly thinks of the 
next word. If no one guesses correctly, either the 
student can choose another word, or you can let 
a new student have a turn.
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3 Complete the crossword

1 .
2

crossword. They should complete as much as 

3 Check their answers.

Answers:
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4 Listen and number

1
below to demonstrate the task.

2
understand that two of the items will not be 
mentioned on the cassette.

3
descriptions, and they have to write the numbers 
against the correct pictures.

Tapescript

handle. We use it to cook in.

a sharp end. We use it to write with.

thin and it may be different colours. We use it to 
put water or other drinks in.

be different colours. We use it to draw lines and to 

Answers:
a 4 b 6 c 1 (given)

5 Read and circle the correct word to finish the 
sentence

1 Students read the sentences and circle the correct 
word. They can do this individually in class, or 
for homework.

2 Check their answers.

Answers:
b roof c blade
d mend e nails

Further practice

Students draw a page for their vocabulary books 
(if they already have them; if not, they can create 

make a chart for the wall which illustrates and 

describes all the tools they have learnt. They 

LESSON 3  SB page 13

Aims: Learners will
revise the use of the past simple to narrate 
a story
describe people

people
practise reading skills: reading for 

Structures:

New vocabulary:
 kind (adj), lend, mend, roof

Functions:
Describing people
Giving opinions

Before using the book:

To revise past forms of verbs, write all the verbs 

ask students to tell you the past forms of each 
again, and how they are spelt.
Introduce the topic of neighbours: Have they all 
got neighbours? Do they speak to them? Do they 
like them or not, and why?



& SB Page 13

6 Read and answer true or false

1 Students look at the pictures and describe them.
2

of the page and check understanding.
3 Introduce the new words , ,  and 

4
and say whether each statement is true or false. 
(They can write T or F next to the sentences.)

5 Students complete the task individually.
6 Check their answers and their comprehension of 

the words.

Answers:
a False b True
c False d True

7 Read again and answer

1
and explain where necessary.

2 I
 .

3 Students form pairs and discuss their answers. 
Answers will vary.

4 Students share their answers with the whole 
class.

Answers:
a Seif is a taxi driver.
b Magdy works in a factory.
c Answers will vary.
d Answers will vary.

LESSON 4  SB page 14  WB page 9

Aims: Learners will
revise the use of the past simple to narrate 
a story
describe people

people
Structures:

The past tense
Functions:

Narrating a story

Before using the book:

Seif so far.
Ask them for their predictions for the next part 
of the story.



& SB Page 14

8 Listen and number the pictures

1 Students look at the pictures and say what they 
think is happening in each, and how both of the 
men are feeling.

2
cassette and number the pictures in the correct 
order. Play the cassette.

3 Check their answers.

Tapescript

1

He opened the door and said:
Seif: Yes, what do you want?

problem with my roof.
Seif: What do you want me to do? Mend it?
2

roof. But can I borrow a hammer and 
some nails, please?

help each other.

street, Seif did not speak to him. Time 
passed. Seif did not speak to more and
more people. He had no friends and 

to speak to the mechanic.
4

5
Narrator: Seif walked back and tried to push 

him. They said no. Seif sat down. He 

6

you some money.

Seif: But why did you help me? I have been 

each other.

Answers:
c 6

e 1 (given) f 4

9 Now complete the sentences using the verbs 
in (brackets)

1
the pattern .

2
information they have learnt over the last two 

sentences.



3 Ask them to do sentences a–e individually, using 

4
understanding.

5
6 Check their answers.

Answers:
b borrowed
c needed
d saw
e lending

f had
g push
h said

10 Discuss

1
information they have learnt over the last two 
lessons to discuss the questions with a partner.

2 Students share their ideas with the rest of the 
class.
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6  Write the story in the past

1
the task ( , , , , ) and ask them 
to tell you the past tense.

2 Go through the pictures and elicit the story 
orally. For picture c make sure they remember 
use of the past continuous as well as the past 
simple.

3 Students write sentences using the prompts to 
tell the story.

Answers:
He kicked the ball into the canal. He fell in/He fell into 
the water when he was getting the ball. Hilal could not 
swim. His friend Ali saw him. Ali helped Hilal out of 
the canal.

7 Read and answer

1
making sure they start each question with 

2 Students read the questions and write their 
answers in their workbooks.

3 Students share their answers with the whole 
class.

4 Students calculate their scores according to the 
score notes.

5

Further practice

Students practise past tense forms. Write lots of 
verbs on the board, both past tense and present 
tense forms, all jumbled up. Have students come 
and draw lines matching up the two forms of the 
same verb.



DO IT

YOURSE
LF

Learning words

1
make sure they have bought one for this lesson) 
which they can use as a word book to store 
new vocabulary. It can be divided into different 

section where words can be grouped by theme or 
topic. Words in this section can be illustrated, or 
written in word webs, etc.

2
around the class.

3 Make sure students understand how words 
can be listed alphabetically: ask them to say 
some animals and get them to order them 
alphabetically.

4 Students list the words in part  in the 
alphabetical section of their word book. Get 
them as a class to suggest sentences using each 
word. The best sentences can be copied into their 
word books.

5 Check answers with the whole class.
6 Look at part b and elicit other words which 

might go on the web. Students copy the web into 
the diagrammatic section of their word book.

7 Check the words that they have added to the 
web.

8 c.

Answers:
hammer handle kind lend
mend roof scissors sew
tool wooden

   

L E S S O N  5   S B  p a g e  1 5

Aims: Learners will
review language from the unit
learn ways of storing new vocabulary

Skills:
Storing new vocabulary in a word book

Before using the book:

list of aims in the box. Go through each bullet 
point and elicit from students what they have 
learnt about each one.
Discuss different ways to learn new words.

& SB Page 15



REVIEW

1

examples.
2

the pink box with the students and make sure 
they understand them.

3
necessary.

4
the correct instruction in the boxes in the 

 box.
5 Students do the task individually, then compare 

their answers in pairs.
6 Check answers with the whole class.
7 In their pairs, students think of more statements 

for each of the instructions a–d.
8 Students tell the class their ideas.

Answers:
c b c a (given)
d b a

A s s e s s m e n t
Listening Task

 and , similar to 

neighbour,  a hammer, some pliers, etc. Choose so that 

e.g. , , etc. with a couple of 

write the correct letters as their answers. 

Speaking Task
Target element: asking and answering about tools

Students can be assessed in pairs.

Reading Task
Target element: vocabulary from the units and 
relative clauses

copy one of the four dialogue  frames from the text 
and cut it up so that each speech section is separate. 
If you write it on the board, the dialogue should be 
in jumbled order. Students read the pieces of the 
dialogue and put them back together in the correct 
order. 

Writing Task
Target element: the relative clauses with which
who and where

to the questions.




